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ARCTIC GEOLOGy AnD EnvIROnMEnT 
CHAIR: LARRy FREEMAn

Regional StRatigRaphy of the BRookian Sequence: a SummaRy of  
undeRexploRed petRoleum playS on the noRth Slope, alaSka

Marwan Wartes
Alaska Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys

Wartes, M.A.1, Decker, P.L.2, LePain, D.L1, Gillis, R.J.1, and Herriott, T.M.1

1Alaska Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys, 3354 College Rd, Fairbanks, AK 99709-3707, marwan.wartes@
alaska.gov

2Alaska Division of Oil and Gas, 550 W 7th Avenue, Suite 800 Anchorage, AK 99501-3560

The Brookian sequence of Alaska’s North Slope is a very thick succession of foreland basin siliciclastic 
sediment shed principally from the Brooks Range orogen. This sequence has hosted a number of success-
ful oil and gas discoveries in the past 20 years, but exploration beyond the core producing areas remains 
limited. In order to encourage new exploration and improve our understanding of the Brookian deposi-
tional system, we’ve established a comprehensive sequence stratigraphic framework based on regional 
well log correlations, public-domain seismic data, and outcrop-based geologic mapping and stratigraphic 
studies. Our analysis suggests four deep-water stratigraphic intervals warrant further consideration as 
exploration targets:

CENOMANIAN—Cenomanian topsets of the upper Nanushuk Formation record a retrogradational stack-
ing pattern culminating in a major transgressive flooding surface. Despite this evidence for relative sea-
level rise, we have documented a significant amount of medium- to coarse-grained sand that was exported 
off the shelf. These amalgamated sediment gravity-flow deposits in the upper Torok Formation are locally 
oil-stained and represent a potential exploration target. 

TURONIAN—The deep-water Turonian Seabee Formation locally has good reservoir quality and pro-
duces from the Bermuda interval (e.g., Tarn and Meltwater fields). These basin floor sands are encased 
between oil-prone tongues of the Hue Shale source rock. This vertical stratigraphic arrangement (source-
reservoir-source) is widespread and the Seabee is routinely petroliferous in outcrop, indicating this play is 
prospective for both stratigraphic and structural traps. 

MID-CAMPANIAN—The mid-Campanian is marked by a major unconformity that truncates underlying 
outer-shelf topsets. Incision and relief along this sequence boundary is readily apparent in seismic data and 
it is overlain by valley fills and shelf-margin deltas of the middle Schrader Bluff Formation (including the 
reservoir at the Tabasco field). This major episode of relative sea-level fall resulted in the reworking and 
bypass of material into bottomsets of the Canning Formation. These potential reservoirs are overlain by a 
major Campanian flooding surface that may seal a lowstand wedge or related deep-water facies.

PALEOCENE—The Paleocene shelf margin was incised and deeply eroded during a major base level fall, 
resulting in a regional downward stepping trajectory of toplap surfaces. Seismic data indicate significant 
submarine scouring occurred in deep-water settings and wells typically exhibit a sharp dislocation in 
log motif, indicating an abrupt influx of sandstone in slope and basinal facies of the Canning Formation. 
Several oil-charged slope-channel and slope-apron turbidite systems have been discovered in this low-
stand systems tract (e.g., Badami and Flaxman A-1 pools).
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Brookian stratigraphy is complex and reservoir-scale geometries are challenging to image in available 
seismic data. However, our work demonstrates that potential deep-water reservoirs do exist and our analy-
sis permits generalized predictions of when significant volumes of sand were exported off the shelf.

mineRal ReSouRceS of noRtheRn alaSka
Larry Freeman

Alaska Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys 
lawrence.freeman@alaska.gov

The Alaska Mineral Industry continues to operate profitably, despite a lethargic global minerals invest-
ment climate and collapsing commodity prices in the third quarter. The diversity of Alaska’s metallogenic 
provinces; world class endowment of gold, copper, lead, zinc, and coal deposits; and under-explored re-
sources continues to be a draw to available exploration capital. Meanwhile, stable metal production from 
multiple large mines continues to maintain Alaska’s world-wide significance in zinc, lead, gold, and silver 
production. Based on partial-year numbers, production of metal from the 5 major mines is continuing to 
increase while the 2013 spike in placer gold activity is continuing to erode in the face of falling metal 
prices and the declining Pacific-rim coal export market is contributing to a decline in coal production. 
Exploration in 2015 included continued drilling and other pre-development work to advance intrusion re-
lated gold, orogenic gold, polymetallic massive sulfide, porphyry copper, rare-earth element, and graphite 
resources from across the state. Numerous other prospects are undergoing discovery phase of drilling and 
surface exploration. 

Alaska’s Arctic and adjoining northern regions have a diverse and complicated tectonic history resulting 
in multiple deposit types and metallogenic provinces that are among the nation’s best mineral endowments 
in terms of base metals, gold, tin, graphite, and coal. Historically northern Alaska (including the entire 
Seward Peninsula) has produced more than 12 million tons of zinc, 2 million pounds of lead, 133 million 
ounces of silver, 7 million pounds of tin, and 7.5 million ounces of gold. Identified resources in the region 
include 4 million tons of copper, 5 million tons of lead, 18 million tons of zinc, 348 million ounces silver, 
1.7 million ounces gold (not including placer resources), 11 million tons graphite, and 55,000 tons of tin. 
Active mines and exploration projects include marine and onshore placer gold mining, development and 
exploration near Nome, Hogatza River, Chandalar, and Nolan Creek. Lode mining and exploration include 
the Graphite Creek graphite project, the world-class zinc-lead Red Dog Mine and adjoining exploration 
at the Annaraq and Lik deposits, gold exploration in the Fairhaven district, the copper deposit at Bornite, 
and the polymetallic volcanogenic massive sulfide deposits of the Ambler Mining District. Many other 
prospects are dormant and provide opportunity for new investment.

modeRnization of alaSka’S geoSpatial fRamewoRk
Dr. Nicole Kinsman

Regional Coastal & Geodetic Advisor National Geodetic Survey, National Ocean Service, NOAA 
nicole.kinsman@noaa.gov

NOAA’s National Geodetic Survey (NGS) provides the framework for all positioning activities in the 
Nation by defining, maintaining, and providing access to the National Spatial Reference System (NSRS). 
The foundational elements of the NSRS - latitude, longitude, elevation, shoreline information and their 
changes over time - contribute to informed decision making and impact a wide range of important activi-
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ties including mapping and charting, navigation, flood risk determination, transportation, land use and 
ecosystem management. 

Today, with smart phones, GPS-enabled cars, and other GPS-enabled electronics, it may seem as though 
everyone accurately knows where they are (and where other things are) anytime, anyplace. But, the ac-
curacy of these devices is the key distinction between what exists today and the world NGS envisions for 
tomorrow. The function of the NSRS is to provide a consistent coordinate system, the foundation of all 
current and emerging geospatial technologies in the United States and its territories. Providing positions 
and elevations of the highest accuracies meets the full-spectrum of positioning needs for any user within 
the country, from the scientist requiring critical positioning data to the average citizen.

NGS will be replacing the datums of the NSRS in year 2022, including the North American Datum of 
1983 (NAD 83) and the North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD 88). NGS will provide the tools 
to easily transform between the new and old datums. 

NAD 83 and NAVD 88, although still the official horizontal and vertical datums of the NSRS, have been 
identified as having shortcomings that are best addressed through defining new horizontal and vertical 
datums. Specifically, NAD 83 is non-geocentric by about 2.2 meters. Secondly, NAVD 88 is both biased 
(by about one-half meter) and tilted (about 1 meter coast to coast) relative to the best global geoid models 
available today. Both of these issues derive from the fact that both datums were defined primarily using 
terrestrial surveying techniques at passive geodetic survey marks. This network of survey marks deterio-
rate over time (both through unchecked physical movement and simple removal), and resources are not 
available to maintain them.

The new reference frames (geometric and geopotential) will rely primarily on Global Navigation Satellite 
Systems (GNSS), such as the Global Positioning System (GPS), as well as on an updated and time-tracked 
gravimetric geoid model resulting from NGS’ 
Gravity for the Redefinition of the American 
Vertical Datum (GRAV-D) Project. 

The target accuracy of differential orthomet-
ric heights (heights relative to sea level) in the 
geopotential reference frame will be 2 cen-
timeters over any distance, where possible. 
The magnitude of change with the new da-
tums will vary depending on the datum you 
are using and your geographic location. The 
new geometric datum will change latitude, 
longitude, and ellipsoid height between 1 and 
2 meters. 

The new datums will extend across CONUS and U.S. 
territories. The geometric datum replacing NAD 83 
will be consistent with geocentric global reference 
frames defining latitude and longitude. The geopo-
tential datum replacing NAVD 88 will be based on a 
gravimetric geoid model, enhanced by data from NGS’ 
Gravity for the Redefinition of the American Vertical 
Datum (GRAV-D) Project
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BedRock potential foR natuRally occuRRing aSBeStoS in alaSka
Diana Solie

Baseline Geoconsulting, LLC 
(Jennifer E. Athey, Alaska Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys)

Asbestos has come under close scrutiny in recent decades because of its link to lung diseases such as as-
bestosis, lung cancer, and malignant mesothelioma. These health-hazard concerns arose where asbestos 
was mined, milled, or used in manufacturing processes or where man-made products with asbestos were 
installed or disturbed. While levels of airborne asbestos can be expected to be higher where asbestos-bear-
ing materials are disturbed, epidemiologists don’t fully understand how low-level environmental exposure 
affects health, or what levels are safe. Most attention and regulatory control focuses on asbestos in man-
made products, but exposure to naturally occurring asbestos (NOA) in rock outcrops and resulting gravel 
and soils is increasingly under scrutiny. Alaska Statute 44.42.430 defines NOA to mean: 

“…chrysotile, amosite, crocidolite, fibrous tremolite, fibrous anthophyllite, and fibrous actinolite asbes-
tos-containing material that has not been processed in an asbestos mill and that, when tested using a bulk 
method prescribed by the Department of Transportation and Public Facilities by regulation, is determined 
to have a content equal to or greater than 0.25 percent naturally occurring asbestos by mass.” (http://www.
legis.state.ak.us/basis/statutes.asp#44.42.430)

The Alaska Department of Transportation & Public Facilities (DOT&PF) has been impacted by natu-
rally occurring asbestos (NOA) deposits during the course of several projects since 2000. This prompted 
DOT&PF to establish a NOA task force, which gathered information and posted it on the DOT&PF web-
site: http://www.dot.alaska.gov/stwddes/desmaterials/noa.shtml. 

To better predict where NOA may exist in Alaska, DOT&PF contracted the Alaska Division of Geological 
& Geophysical Surveys (DGGS) to evaluate the bedrock potential for NOA in the state. This talk describes 
the resulting report, table, and 21 maps published by DGGS (Solie and Athey, 2015). The report can be 
found at: http://dx.doi.org/10.14509/29447, and is available digitally or printed on demand. 

Based on known geologic settings where asbestos is most likely to be present, we developed a set of 
criteria to rate relative NOA potential according to rock type. Using existing geologic map compilations 
of the state, we assigned a rating to each bedrock map unit. The study did not evaluate NOA potential of 
surficial geologic units or the potential locations of detrital NOA eroded from known or potential sources. 
The resulting maps show the distribution of relative NOA potential in Alaska. Individual rating, relevant 
lithology (rock type), and the amount of a given lithology composing each NOA-favorable map unit are 
described for each polygon in the GIS attribute table. The evaluation was based solely on the map unit 
description in the cited references. DGGS did not check the accuracy of the maps used for the compila-
tion of this project, nor conduct additional field work as part of this study. Abundance of NOA-favorable 
lithology is assigned according to estimated percentage of total rock volume: trace (less than 1%), minor 
(1–10%), moderate (11–50%), and major (greater than 50%). 

The table in the report lists known occurrences of asbestos in bedrock. These were derived from the Alas-
ka Resource Data File (http://ardf.wr.usgs.gov/welcome.html) and USGS Mineral Resource Data System, 
Alaska (http://mrdata.usgs.gov/mineral-resources/mrds-ak.html). The project’s scope did not include a 
comprehensive literature search to produce this table; consequently, if there are NOA occurrences that are 
not included in either ARDF or MRDS, they are also not in the table. 
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Throughout the world, only a few geologic settings are known to be conducive to the formation of NOA. 
Some of these geologic settings host major asbestos mines, but more common are smaller-scale occur-
rences in the form of veins or pods. Though these rock types were rated as having high NOA potential, 
it is important to understand that they do not necessarily contain NOA. Conversely, units rated as having 
zero-to-low potential for NOA could actually include localized NOA, and cannot be assumed to have no 
potential. There may well be additional bodies of rock with high NOA potential that are not reflected on 
the maps. However, the maps can be used as a guide to areas where particular attention should be paid to 
looking for NOA before any ground-disturbing activity. 

References cited
Solie, D.N., and Athey, J.E., 2015, Preliminary evaluation of bedrock potential for naturally occurring 

asbestos in Alaska: Alaska Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys Miscellaneous Publication 
157, 15 p., 21 sheets, scale 1:500,000. doi:10.14509/29447

eaRthquake challengeS and oppoRtunitieS in alaSka
Dr. Michael West

State Seismologist, Geophysical Institute, Alaska Earthquake Center, University of Alaska Fairbanks

The Arctic is terra incognita for earthquake hazards. President Obama’s 2013 Arctic strategy document 
emphasizes the need for collaborative federal-state strategies to respond to natural and man-made disas-
ters in the Arctic. Strong disaster preparation is predicated on identifying hazards and their anticipated 
societal impacts in advance. Yet in the Arctic, the meaningful identification of earthquake hazards has es-
sentially not yet begun. Worse, the cursory hazard and risk products that do exist fail to align with histori-
cal earthquakes and fail to incorporate the nuances of the Arctic environment. 

This makes it next to impossible to set appropriate design criteria for infrastructure projects. Ports, roads, 
dams, sloped pits, pipelines and buildings need to be built to match realistic earthquake scenarios. A poor 
understanding of the appropriate scenario earthquakes leads to either (i) structures that are insufficient for 
the hazard or (ii) expensive and overbuilt for the setting. 

1957 Huslia earthquake, magnitude 7.3. Rosemary Davis stand-
ing next to trees toppled by water sloshing in a moss-covered 
lake. This is an example of the unique surface manifestation 
of earthquakes in the Arctic and in boreal forests. Credit: Neil 
Davis.
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The Arctic environment presents a variety of unique challenges due to the fragility of infrastructure, 
complications from permafrost, the potential for induced earthquakes, and poor base data. It is also a time 
of unprecedented opportunities in the North American Arctic tied to the National Science Foundation’s 
EarthScope project. This talk will present observations from earthquakes in the North American Arctic, 
examine the shortcomings in existing hazard and risk analyses, and talk about where we go from here.

Deployment map for the $40M 2015-2018 Earth-
Scope USArray project. Red makers illustrate 
the network that is currently used for earthquake 
monitoring in Alaska. Yellow markers indicate 
the earthquake monitoring network temporarily 
available under the USArray project.

USGS earthquake hazard map in northern 
Alaska. Note the average feature scale length 
of 100s to 1000s of kms. Either the geologic 
processes operating in Northern Alaska are 
diffuse and fuzzy, or our knowledge of the 
region is diffuse and fuzzy.

USGS earthquake hazard map for the western 
U.S. Note the high resolution of specific 
features measured in 10s of kms.
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ARCTIC RESOURCES 
CHAIR: DAvID SzUMIGALA

innovative Remote SenSing and modeling techniqueS foR  
developing a low-tempeRatuRe geotheRmal ReSouRce

Anupma Prakash
University of Alaska Fairbanks

Anupma Prakash1*, Ronald Daanen2, Gwen Holdmann3

1Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska Fairbanks
2Alaska Division of Geological and Geophysical Surveys
3Alaska Center for Energy and Power, University of Alaska Fairbanks
*Corresponding author (aprakash@alaska.edu)

The United States has the potential to tap into an estimated three gigawatts equivalent (GWeq) geothermal 
capacity just from low-temperature geothermal systems (DOE, 2010). However, many of these geother-
mal systems are at remote rural locations making it economically challenging to develop them as a source 
of electric power for major cities. Additionally, the timeline for exploration, confirmation, and production 
drilling can be lengthy consuming nearly half of the total cost of the project (Schwabe, 2011). Use of new 

Fig. 1: Overview of an integrated data analysis plan for geothermal exploration using multi-source low-cost remote sensing 
data. Image credits: Prakash and Haselwimmer, unpublished.
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remote sensing and integrated modeling techniques can help to cut down the time and expenses related to 
the initial exploration and drilling, by improving the characterization of the low-temperature geothermal 
resource. 

Remote sensing techniques can be used to gather information that is useful for low-temperature geothermal 
resource characterization (Fig 1) and map surface expressions of the geothermal system: heated/steaming 
ground and related phenomena such as vegetation or snow-melt anomalies, hot springs/pools, and miner-
alogical indicators (e.g. sinter, tufa, or hydrothermally altered ground) (Haselwimmer & Prakash, 2013). 
The data acquired can be used in models to provide a quantitative estimate of the geothermal resource 
potential. At Pilgrim Hot Springs (PHS), in western Alaska, we collected remote sensing data using opti-
cal and thermal sensors mounted on tripods, in unmanned aerial systems, in fixed-winged aircrafts, and in 
satellites to quantify the geothermal system and to validate the scalability of the remote sensing approach. 
We integrated the remote sensing data with other field information in numerical models that helped to 
characterize the hydrology and heat flow in the geothermal system (Fig 2).

We found that high spatial resolution near-infrared images were good indicators of geothermally domi-
nated vegetation anomalies, and these coincided well with winter surface snow anomalies, and with areas 
devoid of near surface permafrost. The thermal images from existing satellites lacked the spatial detail to 
characterize a small resource (Haselwimmer et al., 2013). The thermal images from the unmanned aerial 
system were great to see details such as thermal plumes in the water, but the poor sensitivity of the ther-
mal sensors made these data less useful for quantitative analysis. Thermal images acquired in early spring 
using fixed-winged aircraft were most useful for this study to quantifying geothermal heat flow to the 
surface. Combined with numerical modeling efforts, the data support a predicted total of 45 MWthermal 
heat loss from PHS under natural conditions (Daanen et al, in review). In future, to co-develop mineral 
mining in geothermal regions, we also recommend hyperspectral and lidar data collection and analysis.

Fig. 2: Temperature distribution on a slice through the Pilgrim Hot Spring model domain looking from the west to the east. 
Cold regions are blue and hot regions are red according to the color scale on the right: Source: Daanen et al., in review.
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petRoleum-Related applied ReSeaRch By the eneRgy ReSouRceS  
Section at dggS: pRomoting oil and gaS inveStment in alaSka

David LePain
Alaska Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys, 3354 College Road, Fairbanks, AK 99709

The Energy Resources Section of the Alaska Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys (DGGS) 
is conducting applied petroleum-related research in several sedimentary basins in Alaska, in an effort 
to spur economic investment in the state by the oil and gas industry. Anchoring the section’s efforts are 
long-standing research programs focused on the petroleum geology of the North Slope and Cook Inlet 
basins. The North Slope program has been ongoing for over three decades and has generated more than 
200 publications that are available online at the DGGS website. This program is currently focused on the 
characterization of Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous oil-prone source rocks and the reservoir potential of 
Mesozoic depositional systems, both critical elements in a prolific petroleum system. The Cook Inlet basin 
analysis program began in 2006, with an initial focus on the stratigraphic trap potential of Cenozoic coal-
bearing strata in the north half of the basin. In 2009 the focus expanded to include the source and reservoir 
potential of Mesozoic strata, utilizing outcrops along the west side of the basin between the northern end 
of the Alaska Peninsula and Tuxedni Bay. This program, which to date has produced more than 49 reports, 
includes structural and related geochronology and thermochronology datasets that are helping to build a 
better understanding of basin evolution. Both the North Slope and Cook Inlet programs include detailed 
1:63,360-scale bedrock geologic mapping of selected areas to help resolve structural and stratigraphic 
problems. A third program, In-State Gas, is focusing on the natural gas potential of the Susitna and Nenana 
basins. Field work in the Susitna basin was completed in 2014 and focused on documenting the reservoir 
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potential of Cenozoic coal-bearing strata and basin history using stratigraphic, structural, and thermochro-
nology datasets. Final reports are in preparation. Work in the Nenana basin included field studies in 2013 
and 2015 to address the reservoir potential of Miocene sandstones, and the gas and liquid hydrocarbon 
potential of related coal beds. In addition, DGGS is funding a Ph.D. research internship to examine seis-
micity associated with active faults in the basin. Results from this research will shed light on the geometry 
and depth of the Nenana basin and provide a better understanding of its tectonic setting. 

All of these programs produce relevant, high-quality data and associated interpretations that provide criti-
cal geologic context, allowing companies that are new to Alaska’s complex geology to better understand 
exploration opportunities and development challenges. This information serves to reduce exploration risk 
and promotes investment in Alaska’s oil and gas industry. These programs are an investment by the State 
of Alaska to stimulate Alaska’s resource-based economy. A major oil discovery by Repsol and Armstrong, 
involving multiple conventional reservoirs on State land between the Colville delta and Kuparuk field, 
help illustrate the economic return from this investment.

giS-BaSed identification of aReaS that have  
mineRal potential in noRtheRn alaSka

Sue Karl
U.S. Geological Survey

Karl, S.M.1, Jones, J.V.1, Labay, K.A.1, Shew, N.B.1, Granitto, M.2, Hayes, T.S.3, Mauk, J.L.2, Schmidt, J.M.4, Todd, E.1, 
Wang, B.1, Werdon, M.B.5, and Yager, D.B.2

1 U.S. Geological Survey, 4210 University Drive, Anchorage, AK 99508
2 U.S. Geological Survey, Box 25046, Denver Federal Center, Lakewood, CO 80225
3 U.S. Geological Survey, 520 North Park Ave., Tucson, AZ 85719
4 U.S. Geological Survey, retired
5 Alaska Division of Geological and Geophysical Surveys, 3354 College Rd., Fairbanks, AK 99709

A data-driven Geographic Information System (GIS)-based method for identifying areas of potential min-
eral interest was applied to Alaska. Selected target elements and mineral deposit groups analyzed for this 
study included 1) REE-(Th-Y-Nb-U-Zr) associated with alkaline intrusive rocks, 2) placer and paleoplacer 
Au, 3) PGE-(Co-Cr-Ni-Ti-V) associated with mafic and ultramafic igneous rocks, 4) carbonate-hosted Cu-
(Co-Ag-Ge-Ga), 5) sandstone U-(V-Cu), and 6) Sn-W-Mo-(Ta-In-fluorspar) associated with peraluminous 
and/or highly evolved granites. The GIS method provides objective regional analysis of statewide geo-
scientific databases from multiple publicly available sources, including 1) bedrock and surficial geology 
from the digital Geologic Map of Alaska (http://dx.doi.org/10.3133/sim3340); 2) known mines, prospects, 
and mineral occurrences in the Alaska Resource Data File (http://ardf.wr.usgs.gov/); 3) geochemical data 
for rocks, stream sediments, soils, and heavy-mineral concentrates from the Alaska Geochemical Da-
tabase (http://pubs.er.usgs.gov/publication/ds759), the National Uranium Resource Evaluation (NURE) 
geochemical database (http://mrdata.usgs.gov/nure/sediment), the Alaska Division of Geological and 
Geophysical Surveys geochemical database (http://dggs.alaska.gov/webgeochem/), and published litera-
ture; and 4) NURE airborne radiometric surveys (Duval, 2001). Datasets were selectively ranked and 
scored depending on their relevance for each deposit group; total scores for all the datasets were tabulated 
in ArcGIS for each of the smallest drainage basins currently delineated in Alaska by the National Hydrog-
raphy and Watershed Boundary datasets (http://nhd.usgs.gov/); these subwatersheds average about 100 
km2. The subwatersheds provide a geographic and hydrologic frame of reference to which all other layers 
used in this GIS analysis may be related. Dataset scores were weighted according to regional coverage 
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(geographic distribution and density of data points) and the relative importance of individual datasets for 
identifying each mineral deposit group. Based on natural breaks defined by statistical analysis of the total 
scores for mineral potential, the subwatersheds were classified as having high, medium, or low potential 
for each deposit group. Each subwatershed was also classified as having high, medium, or low certainty 
depending on the number of datasets that contributed to the mineral potential score. The resulting maps 
show the mineral resource potential and confidence level for each deposit group in the subwatersheds 
across Alaska. 

Geospatial analysis of resource potential for these deposit groups in northern Alaska confirmed areas of 
known mineralization and indicated additional areas that have potential based on limited data. The most 
interesting areas are subwatersheds that have high potential and certainty scores, but low or null ARDF 
scores, indicating that the high score for potential is derived from data other than the presence of a known 
mineral occurrence. Areas in northern Alaska identified by the GIS process as having moderate to high 
resource potential, but which are lacking in known mineral occurrences, suggest new areas for exploration 
for each deposit group as follows: 

• The central Seward Peninsula, central Brooks Range, western, northern, and eastern margins of 
the Yukon-Koyukuk basin, and Yukon Tanana Upland for REE-(Th-Y-Nb-U-Zr) associated with 
alkaline igneous rocks 

• The northern Yukon-Tanana Upland for placer and paleoplacer Au
• The southern Brooks Range and Yukon-Tanana Upland for PGE-(Co-Cr-Ni-Ti-V) resources in 

mafic and ultramafic igneous rocks 
• The northwestern Yukon Tanana Upland for carbonate-hosted Cu-(Co-Ag-Ge-Ga) 
• The western, northern, and eastern margins of the Yukon-Koyukuk basin for sandstone-U-(V-

Cu), in association with U-bearing granitic rocks
• The northern and eastern margins of the Yukon-Koyukuk basin for Sn-W-Mo-(Ta-In-fluorspar)

Other areas of interest identified by this process are watersheds that have medium to high mineral potential 
and medium to low certainty for specific deposit groups. These areas are interesting because their high 
potential scores are based on limited available data, and they might have significant resource potential 
upon further investigation.

References cited:
Duval, J.S., 2001, Aerial gamma-ray surveys in Alaska, U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 2001–

128.

heavy mineRal concentRation in a maRine Sediment tRanSpoRt conduit, 
BeRing StRait, alaSka

Jim Barker
Cathedral Rock Enterprises, LLC

James C. Barker1, John J. Kelley2, and Sathy Naidu2

1Cathedral Rock Enterprises, LLC, PM Box 145, 3875 Geist Rd. Suite E, Fairbanks, Alaska 99709; jcbarkergeo@gmail.com
2Institute of Marine Science, University of Alaska Fairbanks, PO Box 757220, Fairbanks, Alaska 99775-7220

A reconnaissance investigation in the Bering Strait shows that a series of marine processes transport off-
shore sediment northward and northeast of Cape Prince of Wales, which forms the eastern Bering Strait 
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headland. As a result, marine sands are hydraulically sorted, with the heavy mineral fraction becoming 
concentrated within and just north of the high-energy strait while lighter fractions are winnowed and 
transported farther north–northeast. Upon exiting the Bering Strait, fine-sized sorted sand is transported 
by diverging currents to form the 35-km-long Prince of Wales Shoal and northeast to form barrier islands 
along more than 100 km of coastline.

A succession of present and past sediment-accumulation processes in the northern Bering Sea and con-
tinuing marine sediment transport, climatic, littoral, and eolian processes are present. Heavy mineral con-
centrations in excess of eight percent by weight occur over several km2 immediately northeast of the strait 
in the area bounded to either side by the diverging currents. Neither the northern extent nor thickness of 
the heavy mineral concentration have yet been determined. Data from shallow seafloor cores show that 
the shoal, as well as sediment delivered eastward to the beach, are depleted in the heavy mineral fraction. 
Sediment delivered onshore continues to be driven by littoral and eolian processes, particularly by dune 
progressions, forming the extensive Shishmaref spit and barrier islands along the northwest Seward Pen-
insula coast.

The minerals of potential economic interest include titanium as ilmenite, anatase, rutile, and titanite; lesser 
rare-earth minerals monazite and xenotime, plus zircon, and trace to accessory columbite, wolframite, and 
cassiterite. Trace to anomalous levels of gold and platinum metals are also found in assays of the heavy 
mineral splits of seafloor samples. 

The heavy minerals are mostly derived from sediments reworked during multiple late Quaternary to Holo-
cene transgressions of the Bering Land Bridge (Beringia). These glacial and paleofluvial sediments origi-
nated in the expansive and highly mineralized metallogenic provenances of the eastern Chukotka (Russia) 
Peninsula and the Seward (Alaska) Peninsula, as well as erosion of several drowned bedrock terranes. 
Closer to the Bering Strait, sediment is derived from the well-known western Seward Peninsula tin district 
where cassiterite has been historically mined from both placer and lode deposits.

new exploRation modelS foR haRdRock platinum  
gRoup elementS in uRal-alaSka igneouS complexeS

Tom Bundtzen
Pacific Rim Geological Consulting, Inc. 

More than 95 percent of the historic platinum metal (PGE) production, in Alaska, about 22.5 tonnes, has 
been in placer deposits derived from the erosion of Ural-Alaska, zoned ultramafic-mafic igneous com-
plexes of Jurassic age. Worldwide, more than 835 metric tonnes of placer PGE has been derived from the 
erosion of Ural-Alaska complexes. Yet only a few tonnes of PGE has been won from mineralized lodes 
within Ural-Alaska complexes. This paper will review the geologic framework of Ural-Alaska complexes 
and describe some new exploration models being tested in the search for lode PGE, with a focus on com-
plexes within the Russian Federation.
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ARCTIC PERMITTInG CHALLEnGES 
CHAIR: ERnIE SIEMOnEIT

fRozen deBRiS loBeS: geohazaRdS along the dalton highway
Margaret Darrow

University of Alaska Fairbanks

Margaret M. Darrow, Ph.D., P.E., University of Alaska Fairbanks
Ronald P. Daanen, Ph.D., Alaska Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys

Frozen debris lobes (FDLs) are slow-moving landslides within permafrost. To date, we have identified 
nearly 200 FDLs within the Brooks Range, with 43 along the Dalton Highway corridor and 23 uphill 
and less than a mile away from the highway. These features were first identified in the 1970s and 1980s, 
and were thought to be inactive at that time. We have monitored several FDLs since 2008, conducting a 
subsurface investigation of FDL-A in 2012, collecting surface movement measurements of eight FDLs 
since 2013, and most recently performing analysis of historic aerial and InSAR data. Drilling indicates 
that FDL-A is composed of frozen silty sand with gravel, and is 26.4-m thick where drilled. While the soil 
contains little excess ice, massive ice is present as infiltration ice within cracks open at the surface. Sub-
surface measurements indicate that FDL-A experiences substantial movement in a shear zone 20.6 to 22.8 
m below the ground surface, with slow to moderate flow as a secondary movement mechanism. Analysis 
of historic images indicates that movement of the eight investigated FDLs has been asynchronous since 
1955; however, most of the FDLs demonstrate increasing rates of movement. FDL-A is the largest and 
closest to the Dalton Highway. As of August 2015, it was 39.2 m from the toe of the highway embank-
ment, and moving at just over 5 m/yr. We project that it will be at the highway by 2023, and will place up 
to 47,000 tons of debris on the road each year. Based on their sizes, increased rates of movement, and close 
proximity to the highway, FDLs can be considered geohazards along the Dalton Highway.

Figure 1. Aerial view of FDL-A tak-
en in June 2013. The Dalton High-
way is visible in the foreground.
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the cuRRent StatuS of mitigation RequiRementS and  
implicationS foR mining pRojectS

Jon Issacs
Vice President, Senior Planner, AECOM

SummaRy
Regulatory compliance for State and Federal Permits usually require some form of mitigation. This may 
include operator design features and practices, best management practices attached to permit approval, 
mitigation developed through the NEPA process, and monitoring requirements. Recently federal agen-
cies have required broader forms of mitigation to address cumulative effects, and new mitigation from 
the Whitehouse suggests broadening the concept of mitigation and no net loss beyond that traditionally 
required under the Clean Water Act 404 (b)(1) process. Mining projects need to document their efforts to 
avoid and mitigate potential adverse impacts, and advocate consideration of mitigation measures that are 
effective, practicable, and implementable.

SynopSiS
A number of factors affect how mitigation measures are applied to mining projects:

• Major State permitting agencies include the Alaska Departments of Natural Resources, Envi-
ronmental Conservation, and Fish and Game; federal agencies that permit activities or influence 
mitigation requirements include the Corps of Engineers, Bureau of Land Management, U.S. For-
est Service, and Environmental Protection Agency. Each agency has specific requirements based 
on its mission and regulations 

• Mine operators incorporate substantial mitigation measures into project design features, and 
construction, operations, and closure procedures. State and federal permits require Best Man-
agement Practices, Standard Operating Procedures, and in some cases, monitoring. The NEPA 
process can result in additional mitigation requirements.

• Mitigation is receiving increasing scrutiny in federal regulatory reviews, and recent precedents 
have been set regarding forms of compensatory mitigation, cumulative effects, and climate 
change. 

• The Council on Environmental Quality has issued guidance regarding evaluation of potential 
mitigations measures in the NEPA process. The White House has recently issued a memoran-
dum that federal agencies avoid and then minimize harmful effects to land, water, wildlife, and 
other ecological resources (natural resources) caused by land- or water-disturbing activities, and 
to ensure that any remaining harmful effects are effectively addressed, consistent with existing 
mission and legal authorities. Both have implications for the challenges and solutions facing the 
mining industry with regard to mitigation.

Mining projects can take prudent steps in documenting and receiving credit for applicant driven mitigation 
measures, and Best Management Practices and Standard Operating Procedures that will be incorporated as 
permit conditions. Project proponents need to take advantage of NEPA guidance that required mitigation 
should be effective, practicable, and implementable.
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two SuBaRctic Region mine ReclamationS: giant mine and tundRa mine, 
noRthweSt teRRitoRieS, canada

Cecil M. Urlich / Rudy Schmidtke
Principal Geotechnical Engineer / Principal Environmental Engineer, AECOM

Mine reclamation activities in subarctic Alaska and Canada are challenged by remote locations, long cold 
winters, short cool to mild summers, short work seasons, flat topography, numerous lakes, scarce borrow 
soil, and hazardous remnants of historic mines that did not plan closure during operations. Two historic 
underground gold mines in Northwest Territories, Canada are now being remediated: Giant Mine just out 
of Yellowknife; and Tundra Mine about 150 miles northeast of Yellowknife. Both are at about the same lat-
itude as Fairbanks. Giant was mined for 56 years (1948 to 2004) and produced over 7,000,000 oz. of gold. 
Tundra was mined for 4 years (1964 to 1968) and produced 104,476 oz. of gold. Both mine operations left 
multiple hazards including: mine openings, decrepit buildings, hazardous materials, arsenic-contaminated 
tailings ponds, spilled tailings, potentially acid-generating waste rock, and hydrocarbon-impacted soil. 
Both mine sites are being remediated under the Northern Contaminants Program funded by the Canadian 
Federal Contaminated Sites Action Plan. The current remediation priority at Tundra is tailings relocation 
and consolidation, tailings water treatment and discharge, and site restoration to pre-mining condition. 
The top priority at Giant is effective long-term management of 237,000 tons of arsenic trioxide, the by-
product of extracting gold from arsenopyrite ore that is stored underground, whose dust contains about 
60% arsenic, is odorless, tasteless and water-soluble. The remediation plan is to permanently freeze the 
arsenic trioxide dust using ice-hockey rink technology, so coolants will permanently freeze the storage 
chambers containing the arsenic trioxide dust to keep groundwater seepage out.

deSign, conStRuction, and opeRational challengeS foR damS in alaSka
Charlie Cobb

Alaska DNR Dam Safety Engineer

Dams in Alaska are regulated under the Alaska Dam Safety Program within the Alaska Department of 
Natural Resources. To obtain a Certificate of Approval to Construct a Dam, an application must be sub-
mitted in accordance with the requirements of 11 AAC 93.171. Those regulations require the applica-

tion to include information about the 
hazard potential, location, design, 
construction and operation of the pro-
posed dam. Dams are classified by the 
potential danger to life and property 
downstream as Class I (high), Class II 
(significant) and Class III (low) haz-
ard potential. The hazard potential 
classification drives the design and 
operating requirements for the dam. 
For Class I and II dams, an alterna-
tives analysis and siting study are 
required. All dams must have foun-
dation investigations. Two of the key 
considerations for dams in Alaska are 
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the hydrologic and seismic designs, which are dependent on location. Hydrologic designs have a high 
degree of uncertainty because of the limited reference information available in Alaska. Seismic design re-
quirements can vary dramatically depending on the location, foundation, and type of dam. Other concerns 
that must be addressed may include permafrost, cold weather construction, and operations in arctic and 
sub-arctic conditions. This presentation will review some of the key challenges for designing, construct-
ing, and operating a dam in Alaska.

ARCTIC EnGInEERInG InnOvATIOnS 
CHAIR: JOHn O’BRIEn, REMOTE AqUATICS

coaStlineS in motion: high ReSolution digital SuRface modelS and  
oRthoimageRy foR coaStal geohazaRd mapping

Jacquelyn Overbeck
Alaska Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys

The west coast of Alaska remains one of the most data poor regions in the state for the evaluation of coast-
al geohazards. In an effort to provide continuous and high quality data, the Alaska Division of Geological 
& Geophysical Surveys contracted the collection and processing of high resolution aerial imagery of the 
coast from Wales to Bethel, Alaska. The aerial images were processed using Structure-from-Motion (SfM) 
photogrammetric techniques resulting in digital surface models and orthorectified aerial image mosaics. 
Both products have better than 20 cm ground resolution. Minimal ground control was necessary to main-
tain vertical accuracy within +/- 20 cm. This dataset, which is continuous along the coastline, provides 
insight into the dynamics of the coastal environment and the geohazards that affect communities along the 
coast. There are many potential uses for the data, and we will discuss visual and automated feature extrac-
tion for evaluating coastal geohazards.

hydRokinetic eneRgy in alaSka
Jeremy Kasper

ACEP/UAF 

Jeremy Kasper1, Jerome B Johnson1, Andrew Seitz2, Jack Schmid1, Paul Duvoy1, Stephanie Jump2, Tim Tschetter1

1Institute of Northern Engineering, University or Alaska-Fairbanks, Fairbanks, AK, United States. 
2School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences, University of Alaska-Fairbanks, Fairbanks, AK, United States. 

Since 2009 Alaska has been the site of numerous river hydrokinetic energy demonstration projects. Unlike 
conventional hydropower, hydrokinetic generators only need moving water to generate electricity with no 
impoundment requirements. Thus these emerging technologies potentially pose fewer environmental risks 
than conventional hydropower and may have lower installation and maintenance costs. Because of this, 
hydrokinetic generation may represent a viable baseload for powering remote microgrids including those 
of mining operations and villages as well as for smaller scale users such as recreational cabin owners and 
guest lodges. The Alaska Hydrokinetic Energy Research Center (AHERC) was formed in 2010 with the 
goal of evaluating interactions between hydrokinetic technologies and their environment and vice versa in 
order to identify barriers to adaptation of hydrokinetic energy in Alaska. AHERC quickly identified woody 
debris in uncontrolled rivers as a major impediment to successful long term operation of hydrokinetic 
generators in Alaska and other under developed regions worldwide. Other potential barriers to project 
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Figure 1. The Research Debris Diversion Platform (photo © T. Paris)

Figure 3 The Oceana Energy Inc. turbine ready to go in the Tanana River in Nenana, 2014. 

Figure 2. Trawl net setup for fishing mid-river in Alaska’s large glacial rivers. 
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success include fisheries, freezing conditions and the presence of marine mammals in promising deploy-
ment locations. In an effort to address some of the myriad barriers AHERC established the Tanana River 
Test Site (TRTS) at Nenana, Alaska. Since 2010, turbine operations at the Test Site have been enabled by 
technology development (e.g. the Research Debris Diversion Platform, Figure 1) as well as the develop-
ment of new fisheries tools for in situ fisheries monitoring in Alaska’s numerous large, glacially fed rivers 
(Figure 2) and techniques for conducting and analyzing hydrodynamic measurements. The result of these 
efforts have been multiple open water seasons of successful operations at the Test Site including long term 
operation of debris diversion technologies for protecting hydrokinetic generators, two seasons of success-
ful operation of a 5 kW hydrokinetic turbine (Oceana Energy Inc., Figure 3) as well as new information on 
fish and their interaction with a turbine and new technologies for characterizing the occurrence of woody 
debris in rivers. In addition to the Oceana test in Nenana, Ocean Renewable Power Company successfully 
connected its 25 kW “RivGen” turbine to the electrical grid of the community of Igiugig, AK for several 
months in 2014 and 2015. Wave and tidal hydrokinetic energy projects are also under consideration in lo-
cations around the state. Overall, hydrokinetic energy project successes in Alaska and elsewhere mean that 
while economic, grid scale projects (>1 MW) are several years out, smaller scale adaption of hydrokinetic 
energy for powering small loads in remote regions is feasible within several years. 

ReSouRce RecoveRy in mine waSte effluent: a meanS to offSet the coSt 
of tReatment. caSe Study: coppeR RecoveRy impRoveS wateR quality of 

the acidic BeRkeley pit lake, montana. 
Nicholos J. Tucci

Project Geochemist. AECOM AECOM-Environment

Effluent and drainage from mine waste-impacted environments often present unwanted technically chal-
lenging and economically costly issues for mine operators during the operational and closure phases of a 
mine’s life-cycle. Mine waters are often impregnated with elevated concentrations of dissolved constitu-
ents that have economic importance (i.e. copper, zinc, uranium, and rare earth elements, etc.); and if re-
covered from a waste stream, present a means to offset the costs of treatment. The potential economic and 
water quality benefits of resource recovery in mine water can be significant, which are examined in this 
case study of the Berkeley Pit. The Berkeley Pit lake in Butte, Montana, formed by flooding of an open-pit 
copper mine, is one of the world’s largest accumulations of acidic, metal-rich water. Between 2003 and 
2012, approximately 2 × 1011 L of pit water, representing 1.3 lake volumes, were pumped from the bottom 
of the lake to a copper recovery plant, where dissolved Cu2+ was precipitated on scrap iron, releasing Fe2+ 
back to solution and thence back to the pit. Artificial mixing caused by this continuous pumping changed 
the lake from a meromictic to holomictic state, induced oxidation of dissolved Fe2+, and caused subsequent 
precipitation of more than 2 × 108 kg of secondary ferric compounds, mainly schwertmannite and jarosite, 
which settled to the bottom of the lake. A large mass of As, P, and sulfate was also lost from solution. 
These unforeseen changes in chemistry resulted in a roughly 25−30% reduction in the lake’s calculated 
and measured total acidity, which represents a significant potential savings in the cost of lime treatment, 
which is not expected to commence until 2023. 
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ARCTIC POLICy CURREnT AnD FUTURE 
CHAIR: DAvID SzUMIGALA

BuReau of land management land uSe planning update
Jeanie Cole

BLM

The Federal Land Management and Policy Act (FLPMA) requires the Bureau of Land Management to 
develop Resource Management Plans (or RMPs) for public lands (43 USC 1712). RMPs are a preliminary 
step in the overall process of managing public lands and are designed to guide and control future manage-
ment actions. The types of decisions in RMPs include: Desired future resource conditions, actions needed 
to achieve those desired conditions, and allowable land uses. The BLM Alaska is currently working on 
three RMP revisions: Eastern Interior, Central Yukon, and Bering Sea-Western Interior RMPs. Collec-
tively these three RMPs encompass 33 million acres of BLM-managed lands in Alaska. Once approved 
these plans apply to public land management for 20 years or more. 

Through an initiative called Planning 2.0, the BLM is proposing to amend existing planning regulations 
that establish the procedures used to prepare, revise, or amend land use plans pursuant to FLPMA. The 
proposed rule would enable the BLM to more readily address landscape-scale resource issues and respond 
more effectively to environmental and social changes. The BLM published the proposed rule change in the 
Federal Register February 25, 2016 and will accept comments until April 25, 2016. 

List of Coauthors and Affiliations
Jeanie Cole, Planning &Environmental Coordinator, BLM Fairbanks District Office
Serena Sweet, Planning &Environmental Coordinator, BLM Alaska State Office
Molly Cobbs, Planning &Environmental Coordinator, BLM Alaska State Office
Jorjena Barringer, Planning &Environmental Coordinator, BLM Anchorage Field Office
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update on mining tax iSSueS
Karen Matthias / Deantha Crockett

 Council of Alaska Producers / Alaska Miners Association

This year’s legislative session in Juneau has seen a flurry of presentations on proposed changes to the 
Alaska Mining License. This prompts the question: what should Alaska’s mineral tax policy be?

Presumably we want to find the balance between a reasonable share for the State and a competitive rate 
for industry that attracts investment. Why? Because a robust, responsible mining industry contributes to 
Alaska’s economic diversity by providing good jobs, procurement and contract opportunities for local 
businesses, state and local government revenue, and revenue sharing to Alaska Native Corporations. It’s 
easy in Fairbanks and the Interior to see the benefit of mining.

This presentation will provide an update on proposed legislative action to change Alaska’s mining tax and 
examine whether these proposals are likely to attract or discourage investment in mineral exploration and 
development in Alaska. 

In his State of the State address in January, Governor Walker said that if Alaska were a country, we would 
be the 8th most mineral rich nation in the world. But despite billions of dollars spent on dozens of explo-
ration projects since the 1980s, we currently only have five large metal mines and one coal mine in the 
whole state. Alaska has unique infrastructure challenges that result in longer and more costly development 
timelines than other mining states and countries.

Given the high cost of development, we need a tax policy that makes Alaska more competitive and encour-
ages investment in the mining sector. What other industry in Alaska has the potential to be double its cur-
rent size? Alaska is home to more than a dozen advanced exploration projects and just one of them going 
into production would bring more revenue to the State of Alaska than the proposed tax changes.

The State must keep its eye on the prize, keep our current operations strong and bring new mines into 
production to increase the taxpayer base. Many Alaskan communities, hundreds of Alaska businesses and 
thousands of Alaska miners and their families depend on a healthy mining industry.

WETLAnDS MAnAGEMEnT 
CHAIR: JACK DiMARCHI

compenSating foR wetland impactS in alaSka
Anne Leggett

HDR

Compensatory mitigation is defined as offsetting unavoidable adverse impacts to aquatic resources (wet-
lands, streams, lakes, ponds, the ocean) by accomplishing beneficial effects to equivalent resources else-
where. Compensating for loss is accomplished by restoring destroyed or damaged aquatic sites, enhancing 
existing aquatic sites or resources, creating or establishing new wetlands, and preserving (permanently 
protecting) important but threatened aquatic resources. To date in Alaska, preservation has been the pri-
mary means of compensating for wetland loss. Restoring and enhancing wetlands is less common, as is 
establishing (creating) new aquatic areas. 
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The speaker will describe and give examples of the three mechanisms used to accomplish compensatory 
mitigation:

1. Mitigation banks
2. In-lieu fee providers
3. Permittee-responsible projects

The 2008 mitigation rule (referenced in the preceding presentation) specifies the above order of prefer-
ence for these mechanisms. That is, if a mitigation bank has suitable credits to sell, the Corps of Engineers 
must direct the permittee to offset the authorized wetland losses by purchasing credits from a bank (unless 
the permittee justifies an alternative). If that is not feasible, and there is an approved in-lieu fee program 
with suitable credits available, the Corps must direct the permittee to purchase credits from the in-lieu fee 
provider. If neither of those is feasible, the permittee must identify an alternative way to offset the wetland 
loss.

Mitigation banks are primarily found in population centers and do not yet serve rural Alaska. For most of 
Alaska, only one qualified in-lieu fee provider exists, and that provider has temporarily suspended sale of 
credits. The lack of established mitigation providers has left permittees to come up with their own projects 
to compensate for unavoidable project impacts. Most permittees are not in the business of designing and 
constructing restoration projects and struggle with this requirement.

Compensatory mitigation requirements are a source of unpredictability for Alaska projects that add cost 
and schedule risk. The concepts and language are unfamiliar to many applicants. Unknowns include 
whether compensatory mitigation will be required, the magnitude that will be required, how it will be ac-
complished, how much it will cost, how long will take to answer those questions, and even how to answer 
those questions. Standard methods do not exist to determine the magnitude of needed compensation. Ul-
timately, the magnitude is determined through negotiations with the Corps of Engineers and the outcome 
of such negotiations varies widely based on many factors. The Corps of Engineers and other parties are 
taking steps to make the process of determining compensatory mitigation needs more predictable and 
consistent.

Alaska’s project proponents, federal regulators, the State of Alaska, local communities, conservation orga-
nizations, and mitigation providers need to be creative and forward-thinking to identify meaningful ways 
to conserve aquatic resources while also allowing Alaska to develop its own resources, here where we live 
and environmental protections are strong.

POGO -- TEn yEARS OF MInInG 
CHAIR: CHRIS KEnnEDy

a new tRaining oppoRtunity foR mill opeRatoRS:  
a univeRSity-induStRy paRtneRShip

Rajive Ganguli
University of Alaska Fairbanks

The University of Alaska system came together and worked with the mining industry to create the mill 
operator occupational endorsement (OE) program at the UAF Community and Technical College (CTC). 
This US Department of Labor funded program, is being developed by faculty from UAF Mineral Industry 
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Research Laboratory, UAF CTC, and University of Alaska Anchorage’s Prince William Sound Commu-
nity College. The program was advised from the beginning by various Alaskan mining partners. Sumi-
tomo Metal Mining was the external reviewer in the internal university approval process. A novelty of the 
program is the creation of the first ever dynamic mill simulator for training. The software will be used in 
the mill operator program to make students operate mills in a gamified environment. The intent is to make 
them understand fundamental processes of milling through mill simulation. The mill operator program 
consists of 17 credits, and will be delivered in 10 weeks over the summer. There will only be two offerings 
before the grant ends, in 2016 and 2017.

dggS impRoveS acceSS to SuB-Regional and Regional  
geophySical data—tintina gold Belt data highlightS

Abraham Emond
Alaska Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys

Abraham Emond, Larry Freeman, Melanie Werdon, and Evan Twelker

DGGS continues to build its online data archive to promote exploration in Alaska. DGGS has made itself 
the best resource for Alaskan mineral exploration related geophysical data and will continue to add re-
sources. This year DGGS released DDS-12, S sub-regional, merged, gridded airborne geophysical data to 
serve as clearing house for merged data sets in our collection and home for new data. In addition to this 
publication DGGS recently completed publishing all data related to the Tok and Tonsina surveys and cre-
ated online access to the Bonnifield survey. Additionally DGGS plans to publish a statewide gravity map 
and is working with partner organizations to bring an updated statewide magnetic map online.
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DDS-12 currently houses two compilations with several to follow. The first compilation is merged EM 
and magnetic data grids from the Tok, Ladue, Slate Creek – Slana River, Alaska Highway Corridor, and 
Fortymile surveys. The second is magnetic data merge performed by the USGS of the Taylor Mountain 
Batholith region which includes the 2015 Tanacross survey data. Data from the Salcha River and Pogo 
area will be added next.

tok interpretation: The Tok survey provides detail and structural detail that will be important to under-
standing the stratigraphic, structural, and igneous controls of potential Devonian volcanogenic massive 
sulfide deposits, Cretaceous gold-vein and potential igneous related gold and copper-gold deposits in the 
southeastern Tanacross quadrangle.

taylor mountain interpretation: The 2015 Tanacross survey fills in regional airborne geophysical mag-
netic coverage in eastern Alaska. Northeast-trending structures such as the Pika-Sixtymile and Kechum-
stuck fault zones are clearly apparent. The Taylor Mountain batholith appears to be more laterally exten-
sive than currently mapped. Outlines and details of plutons associated with porphyry prospects are well 
defined by the magnetic data.

Salcha River pogo interpretation: The Salcha River – Pogo survey provides important documenta-
tion of the geophysical signature of the Pogo Mine and other gold prospects in the area. Other prominent 
geologic features delineated by the aeromagnetic data include the NE-trending Shaw Creek fault, various 
plutonic rock suites, and the boundary between the Seventymile and Yukon-Tanana terranes.

PLACER MInInG 
CHAIR: RICH HUGHES

placeR mining in alaSka—getting comfoRtaBle Being uncomfoRtaBle
John Cioffoletti

Valdez Creek Mining, LLC

A discussion of “GROWING” from a precious metals historian into an Alaskan placer miner. Entry to the 
art and profession of placer mining, provided a quick realization of the importance of usefulness of great 
mentors and industry professionals. Mining in Alaska is not about having the best land, or the best equip-
ment, but it is more about falling down and having the ability to get back up no matter how challenging the 
circumstances. The discussion will include the importance of creating a team of extraordinary individuals 
all of whom perform without title. Personal experiences of a novice, walking through his journey thus far 
to becoming a semi-seasoned placer miner, from the purchase of the property to the failures that have been 
crucial to incredible success. Personal challenges and extraordinary freedoms that arise when mining in 
Alaska that are demonstrated and appreciations discussed.

The project is located in the Valdez Creek Mining District. Valdez Creek Mining, LLC is one of the largest 
placer gold mines in Alaska, and will be entering its 4th production season this spring. The main source 
of mineralization comes from an old paleo-channel that averages 25 feet in width with an average depth 
to bedrock of 80 feet.

Risk–reward experiences are presented. In 2015, Valdez Creek Mining made the switch from conventional 
sluice box recovery systems to the Oro Industries Low G centrifuge concentrators to improve fine gold 
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recovery. A modernized gold room was included in the process. These steps forward allowed for a sig-
nificant increase in fine gold recovery, significant reduced cleanup time, and allowed for more acceptable 
100% recycle water. 

Revegetation and wildlife StandaRdS foR upland and  
floodplain mine Reclamation

Joe Galluzzi & Casey Burns
BLM

BLM-Alaska is in the process of developing new upland and floodplain mine reclamation standards for 
revegetation and wildlife habitat. These standards will provide BLM and miners consistent, measurable, 
and flexible standards to make communication easier and to allow miners to plan and budget for reclama-
tion. These standards will complement the recently completed mine reclamation effectiveness monitoring 
(REM) standards for aquatic and riparian habitat. Standards for percent plant cover, plant species rich-
ness, plant structural groups, and invasive species will be established. When appropriate, site-specific 
assessments will provide consistently applied methodology for alteration of the standards. Reclamation 
methodology will not be specified in order to allow for the miner to apply various techniques depending 
on available time, funding, and resources (equipment, soil, plant materials, labor, etc.). 

tuRBidity monitoRing foR potential tmdl development  
in goldStReam cReek, alaSka

Debasmita Misra
University of Alaska Fairbanks

Professor, Department of Mining and Geological Engineering, University of Alaska Fairbanks
debu.misra@alaska.edu, 907-474-5339

In 1992, the Goldstream Creek near Fairbanks, AK was listed by ADEC on the Section 303(d) list as 
impaired for turbidity. Water quality sampling by ADFG and ADNR in 1987 - 1992 had demonstrated 
that segments of Goldstream Creek had been water quality-impaired for turbidity and fine sediments. 
The sources of turbidity were determined to be both point sources, including active placer mines, and 
nonpoint sources, including abandoned placer mines, stream bank erosion, and re-suspension of deposited 
sediment, as well as runoff from both abandoned and active mine sites. Monitoring data that demonstrate 
compliance with the water quality standards (WQS) is required to remove Goldstream Creek from the 
list of waterbodies impaired for turbidity. If the monitoring does not demonstrate that Goldstream Creek 
is meeting WQS, then Alaska will need to develop a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL). Based on the 
need for such data monitoring, three sites were identified in the Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) 
and Sampling and Analysis Plan (SAP) that was developed by ADEC in December 2009. Subsequent to 
the development of the QAPP and SAP of 2009, a major objective was established to collect steady and 
near-continuous measurements of turbidity data from both baseflow and stormflow conditions and the 
stream discharge data at those times at several selected locations from spring to fall of 2010 in order to 
characterize conditions and potentially locate sources of impairment. Additionally, collection of bi-weekly 
data of overall water quality, viz., dissolved oxygen (DO), pH, conductivity, temperature, etc. at several 
selected locations of Goldstream Creek from spring to fall of 2010 in order to characterize the degree of 
impairment was included in the sampling plan. The Background Natural Turbidity (BNT) of the stream 
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was established as 17.73 Nephelometric Turbidity Unit (NTU) and the Alaska Water Quality Standards 
was used to establish that the stream turbidity should not exceed 42.73 NTU for aquatic life, 27.73 NTU 
for recreation and 22.73 NTU for water supply. Goldstream Creek failed to meet turbidity WQS, when 
compared to an estimated standard from one season, approximately 50% of the time. More failure of the 
standard is observed after storm events. It was also observed that the turbidity could be caused due to 
stream bank erosion rather than anthropogenic activities and may need further investigation.

Keywords: TMDL, Water Quality, Turbidity, Monitoring, Alaska

intRoduction to RipaRian aRea conceptS and  
StReamBank ReStoRation techniqueS

William Wilkins / Joni Scharfenberg
Fairbanks Soil and Water Conservation District 

The purpose of this presentation is to introduce concepts of riparian areas and to demonstrate stream bank 
restoration techniques. Riparian areas are the land directly influenced by a body of water that supports 
plants that are native to the area, including sedges, grasses, shrubs, and trees. A vegetated riparian area 
provides a number of important functions that include maintaining floodplain structure and function, re-
duction of stream energy and channel erosion, providing cover and shade that are critical to salmon and 
wildlife habitat and decreasing runoff and erosion. Streambank measurements and definitions such as 
bank full, floodplain connectivity, and bank height ratio (BHR) will be addressed. Maintaining current 
streambank vegetation is the best strategy for preventing streambank erosion and associated impacts. 
Stabilization and structural techniques are two methodologies for streambank restoration. Structural tech-
niques may include silt dams, check dams, and rip rap. Bioengineering and other stabilization techniques 
use revegetation techniques that require very little up keep or maintenance once established. There are 
stabilization techniques that can be easy and inexpensive depending on the site and materials available. 
Managing storm water, sediment, and erosion control require reduction of runoff, spreading out water dur-
ing precipitation events, and increased infiltration. Maintaining vegetation is the best way to avoid major 
erosional processes.
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heavy mineRalS and gold potential at icy cape, alaSka
Karsten Eden

Alaska Mental Health Trust Authority

Icy Cape is located on the coast of the Gulf of Alaska near Icy Bay approximately 75 miles northwest of 
Yakutat. Placer gold in garnet-rich sands have been described in the Icy Cape region and exploited since 
the early 1900’s. 

The Icy Cape Land Block comprises 48,000 acres owned by the Alaska Mental Health Trust Authority and 
managed by the Trust Land Office.

The Trust Land Office is currently evaluating the potential for industrial heavy minerals placers such as 
garnet, zircon, rutile, ilmenite, magnetite and epidote as well as the potential for gold placers as co-or by-
product. 

Preliminary evaluation results will be presented and discussed.

FORT KnOx -- 20 yEARS AnD COUnTInG 
CHAIR: ERIC HILL

foRt knox mine update
Bartly Kleven

Kinross Fort Knox

The presentation will include an update of the Fort Knox mine as it nears the pouring of its 7 millionth 
ounce of gold and 20th anniversary of production.

coRpoRate ReSponSiBility and the Benefit footpRint of mining 
Anna Atchison

Kinross Fort Knox

The presentation will include a brief discussion of Kinross Gold’s corporate responsibility principles and 
initiatives; the way in which each mining operation holds itself accountable to the principles; including 
results from the 2015 McDowell Benefits of Fort Knox socioeconomic report.

foRt knox Safety
Cory Bodyfelt 

Kinross Fort Knox

This presentation will include a brief description of Kinross Fort Knox Health and Safety systems. This 
will include leading and lagging indicators, behavioral based safety, our efforts to reduce hand injuries, 
and a focus on high risk activities.
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foRt knox mine opeRation technologieS
Bob Boyarsky 

Kinross Fort Knox

This presentation will include a discussion of the technologies used in our mining operations and the 
advantages of using them. Please, at any time during the presentation, feel free to ask questions or make 
comments. We can take this discussion any way the room wants it to go.

walteR cReek heap leach at foRt knox gold mine, alaSka
Jim Oleson

Kinross Fort Knox

The Kinross’s Fort Knox Gold mine, near Fairbanks, Alaska, has implemented an operational change to 
process low gold grade ore with the addition of a valley fill heap leach. This presentation gives a general 
overview of the challenges of operating a heap leach facility under arctic conditions and sub-zero tem-
peratures.

tRue noRth mine – a timeline fRom pRoduction thRough Reclamation
Jennifer Pyecha

Kinross Fort Knox

The True North mine, a Kinross property, is located on the northwest flank of Pedro Dome, approximately 
25 miles northeast of Fairbanks. The millsite lease covered approximately 2,050 acres of land. 

The True North Mine commenced operation at the end of January 2001 with the first blast occurring on 
February 9, 2001. Routine hauling of ore to the Fort Knox mine crusher began on April 13, 2001. Produc-
tion was terminated at the end of 2004. Reclamation was initiated in 2005 on approximately 124 acres. 
In 2009, the decision was made to abandon remaining reserves and to not continue with any additional 
mining. During the summer, major reclamation activities were initiated. In 2012 the major reclamation 
construction activities drew to a close with a total of 486 acres of disturbance reclaimed.

During the 2012 annual inspection by Alaska Department of Natural Resources concluded that all major 
earthwork and reclamation appeared to be complete, and FGMI could enter post-closure monitoring.

In June 2014 FGMI proposed a partial financial release for the reclamation work that has been complete 
to date. In February 2015 the State approved the reduction. For now and into the future we will continue 
monitoring and perform routine maintenance until the site is returned to the State.
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UAF -- EnGInEERInG AnD GEOLOGy RESEARCH 
CHAIR: RAJIvE GAnGULI

quantifying RaRe eaRth elementS in alaSkan coal
Tushar Gupta, Tathagata Ghosh, Guven Akdogan

University of Alaska Fairbanks

The significance of Rare Earth Elements (REEs) have grown rapidly due to increasing global demand 
and lack of indigenous production sources. The production shortfall of these minerals has compelled the 
industry to look for new sources of REEs, possibly Coal and Coal byproducts. Coals from certain parts 
of the world can be rich in REEs, and can approach a total concentration of 1000 ppm. Two Alaskan coal 
samples were investigated for the effect of size and density on the concentration of REEs on three selected 
size fractions. Flotation tests were conducted for finer fractions. Additionally Bottom ash and Fly Ash 
samples from a power plant have been examined for REE concentration. The results show that the upgrade 
potential for REEs on ash basis from whole coal basis ranges from 2:1 to 4:1 for Wishbone Hill and Healy 
coal samples respectively. Flotation of the finer fraction for both coal samples, conducted under similar 
conditions, reveal higher concentration of REE’s in the tailings. Both coal samples have a comparatively 
higher LREE content than HREE. Trends of REE content of the power plant products on ash basis re-
vealed that Fly Ash has a slightly higher concentration of both LREE and HREE than Bottom Ash.

Keywords: Rare Earth Elements, Coal, Coal Ash

mining applicationS of fodaR
Matt Nolan

University of Alaska Fairbanks 

Fodar is an airborne mapping technique with mining applications that include measuring cut and fill, de-
termining stockpile volumes, inventorying stock yards, and documenting land reclamation, and is typi-
cally much less expensive and more accurate than ground-based methods. Fodar creates Digital Eleva-
tion Models (DEMs) and orthomosaics with spatial resolutions of 5-15 cm, and numerous studies have 
now validated that it has an accuracy of centimeters, making these maps suitable for engineering use. By 
making these measurements over time and subtracting one DEM from another, fodar can detect nearly 
any change of interest to the landscape, such that if a rock gets moved in your mine site or a tree grows 
in your reclamation area, fodar will detect it. Fodar can also measure snow thickness, water drainage, 
lake heights, permafrost subsidence, frost heave, and similar natural processes. Based on modern digital 
photogrammetric techniques, fodar was developed by Dr Matt Nolan at the University of Alaska Fair-
banks and commercialized by Fairbanks Fodar under exclusive license from UAF’s Office of Intellectual 
Property and Commercialization.

unmanned vehicleS in mine ReScue opeRationS and tRaining
Dr Michael Hatfield

University of Alaska Fairbanks

Unmanned vehicles offer an exciting new capability to assist in mine rescue efforts. Unmanned air ve-
hicles (UAV) paired with unmanned ground vehicles (UGV) provide unparalleled access deep within 
dangerous, blocked areas of mining operations. Unmanned vehicles permit rescue crews to investigate 
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hazardous mine situations without needlessly endangering team members, and can significantly decrease 
the time to locate and rescue trapped miners. These assets can support reconnaissance efforts with visual/
infrared cameras and can perform tasks such as remote monitoring of mine air quality, fire detection, and 
communication with mine workers.

Pogo Mine has partnered with the University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) to begin development and ex-
ploitation of unmanned vehicles for this purpose. UAF is currently developing unmanned vehicle capa-
bilities to operate within the mining environment. Significant new capabilities are required to allow UAV/
UGV pairs to navigate complex mining tunnels to the point of need, perform required tasks in measuring 
the environment and finding trapped miners, and relay vital information back to the incident commander. 

While this effort will require a long 
term program to develop robust capa-
bilities and integrate these within the 
mine training/rescue program, we are 
beginning down this path.

As a first step, UAF has recently be-
gun development of a small mine 
rescue support UGV based upon the 
ClearPath Robotics Jackal and Husky 
systems. In addition, UAF is develop-
ing a prototype UAVs based upon the 
DJI F450 & F550 airframes, as well 
as various suites of sensors and sub-
systems supporting autonomous un-
derground operations of paired UGV/
UAV assets. 

alaSka’S new field-BaSed and aiRBoRne hypeRSpectRal imaging facility 
SuppoRting mineRal exploRation and mapping

Jordi Cristobal

Jordi Cristobal1,2*, Marcel Buchhorn1,3, Raymond F. Kokaly4, Anupma Prakash1, Melanie Werdon5, Patrick Graham1

1Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska Fairbanks
2Institute of Northern Engineering, University of Alaska Fairbanks
3Alaska Geobotany Center, University of Alaska
4Spectroscopy Laboratory, U.S. Geological Survey
5Mineral Resources Section, Alaska Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys
*Corresponding author (j.cristobal@alaska.edu)

Despite huge potential for mineral development, Alaska remains largely under explored. Hyperspectral 
imaging has emerged as an important high-tech exploration tool in the mineral industry, as it has the capa-
bility to identify ore-deposit-related mineral assemblages. However its application in Alaska has lagged, 
in part because of the remoteness of the State and in part because of the unique challenges posed by its 
high- latitude setting. The Hyperspectral Imaging Laboratory (HyLab) at the University of Alaska Fair-
banks (UAF) was established in 2014 with a grant from the National Science Foundation to help meet 
the exploration and mapping needs of the state of Alaska (more information available at http://www.

Unmanned Vehicles in Mine Rescue Operations and Training 
Dr Michael Hatfield, University of Alaska Fairbanks 
 
Unmanned vehicles offer an exciting new capability to assist in mine rescue efforts. Unmanned 
air vehicles (UAV) paired with unmanned ground vehicles (UGV) provide unparalleled access 
deep within dangerous, blocked areas of mining operations. Unmanned vehicles permit rescue 
crews to investigate hazardous mine situations without needlessly endangering team members, 
and can significantly decrease the time to locate and rescue trapped miners. These assets can 
support reconnaissance efforts with visual/infrared cameras and can perform tasks such as 
remote monitoring of mine air quality, fire detection, and communication with mine workers. 

Pogo Mine has partnered with the University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) to begin development 
and exploitation of unmanned vehicles for this purpose. UAF is currently developing unmanned 
vehicle capabilities to operate within the mining environment. Significant new capabilities are 
required to allow UAV/UGV pairs to navigate complex mining tunnels to the point of need, 
perform required tasks in measuring the environment and finding trapped miners, and relay 
vital information back to the incident commander. While this effort will require a long term 
program to develop robust capabilities and integrate these within the mine training/rescue 
program, we are beginning down this path. 

As a first step, UAF has recently begun development of a small mine rescue support UGV based 
upon the ClearPath Robotics Jackal and Husky systems. In addition, UAF is developing a 
prototype UAVs based upon the DJI F450 & F550 airframes, as well as various suites of sensors 
and subsystems supporting autonomous underground operations of paired UGV/UAV assets.  
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hyperspectral.alaska.edu). Currently, the lab is collaborating with the Alaska Division of Geological & 
Geophysical Surveys (ADGGS) and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in an effort to evaluate the 
mineral-resource potential of selected lands in Alaska.

Figure 2. Hyperspectral image taken over the Yukon Flats Wildlife Refuge on September 2nd, 2015, for water chemistry and 
wetlands characterization.

Figure 1. True-color composite and false-color composite images of an outcrop scan at Orange Hill, Nabesna area, Alaska 
taken in July, 2015. This false-color composite shows vegetation in magenta. Surface minerals in the yellow-green areas 
include kaolinite and muscovite/chlorite/clay combinations. Red pixels on the hillside indicate gypsum.
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HyLab houses the Hyspex VNIR-1800 and SWIR-384 hyperspectral imaging systems covering the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum from 350nm to 2500nm, and a broad-band Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) cam-
era operating in the 7500nm to 1300nm range, that are mounted together in the belly of a Husky aircraft, 
well-suited to fly at low altitudes in Alaska. The Hyspex sensors can also be mounted on a tripod for 
field-based, outcrop-scale scanning. For laboratory spectroscopy and image field validation, HyLab has 
a PSR+, a pointing field-portable spectroradiometer, operating in the same range as the Hyspex system. 

Using the Hyspex camera systems in field-mode, scans of vertical faces of vegetation and rock outcrops 
were made close to the UAF campus, in an abandoned mine near Fairbanks, and on exposures of Or-
ange Hill in Wrangell-St. Elias National Park (Fig 1). Atmospherically corrected, integrated VNIR-SWIR 
spectra were extracted which helped to study varying nitrogen content in the vegetation, and helped to 
distinguish the various micas. Processed imagery helped to pull out carbonates, clays, sulfates, and al-
teration- related minerals. For testing quality and applications of airborne data, Hyspex was mounted on 
two different aircrafts (DeHavilland Beaver and a Found BushHawk) and images (0.25 m to 2.0 m) were 
acquired over urban and wilderness areas that presented a variety of landcover types (Fig 2). Processed 
imagery shows promise in mapping man-made surfaces, phytoplanktons, and dissolved materials in in-
land water bodies as well as for mineral exploration.

acknowledgements: We acknowledge the support from the National Science Foundation (MRI-1338193; 
OIA-1208927), the State of Alaska, and U.S. Department of Fish and Wildlife Service (F15AC01133). We 
thank the U.S. Geological Survey’s team for assistance in field-data collection.

acceSSoRy and Rock foRming mineRalS monitoRing the evolution of 
the ni-cu-pge ultRamafic alpha complex in the eaSteRn  

alaSka Range 
Lauren Lande

University of Alaska Fairbanks

Lauren Lande1,2, Evan Twelker2, and Rainer Newberry1

1 Department of Geoscience, University of Alaska Fairbanks
2 Alaska Division of Geological and Geophysical Surveys

The Alpha complex, previously the Fish Lake complex, is a mineralized Ni-Cu-PGE mafic-ultramafic 
intrusive complex located within the Wrangellia Terrane in the Eureka Creek area of the Eastern Alaska 
Range. The complex, a 30-km long, 3-km wide, sill-form body, consists of alternating layers of dunite, 
wehrlite, and clinopyroxenite. The complex has been variably interpreted as a layered mafic intrusion, a 
differentiated mafic-ultramafic complex, and as a multiphase complex of sills and possibly ultramafic ex-
trusive rocks. Previous industry-led exploration has yet to converge on a geological model for the complex 
that adequately explains multiple aspects of the observed mineralization and crystallization patterns. Due 
to poor exposure and a lack of chilled margins, it is not immediately clear whether this is a single body or 
a multi-sill complex.

This study has found that the complex consists of individual sills, which can be identified based on the 
forsterite (Fo) component of olivine. Sills have primitive margins with high Fo contents in olivine that 
grade inwards to evolved cores with lower Fo olivine. Some of the sills have distinctly wehrlitic centers 
that were identifiable in the field. 
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High Fo contents in olivine (up to Fo 87) and high Cr/(Cr+Al) in spinel (0.46-0.96) suggest a tholeiitic, 
MgO-rich (>14 wt.%) picritic parental magma. Individual zones in the complex contain clinopyroxene 
with a range of TiO2 contents; these TiO2 contents reflect the associated melt and can be used to differenti-
ate between different magma series. Clinopyroxene compositions suggest three different magmatic com-
positions: a low- TiO2 magma in the upper zone, an intermediate magma in the basal zone, and a high-TiO2 
magma in the central zone. 

The low-TiO2 melt crystallized olivine, spinel, clinopyroxene, and minor plagioclase, forming cumulates 
of dunite, wehrlite, clinopyroxenite, and troctolite. Sills in this zone record the most primitive olivine with 
a range in MgO contents (Fo 87-83) and clinopyroxene with low TiO2 values (<0.4 wt. %). The high-TiO2 
melt primarily crystallized olivine, spinel, and feldspar with minor clinopyroxene. This melt formed a 
single sill that is monitored by decreasing MgO in olivine (Fo 84-79) and clinopyroxene with high-TiO2 
values (up to 0.9 wt.%). The TiO2 and Mg number (Mg/(Mg+Fe)) of the melts calculated from clinopy-
roxene compositions in these sills suggest that the low-TiO2 sills are similar to the Lower Nikolai basalt, 
and the high-TiO2 sills are similar to the high-TiO2 Upper Nikolai basalt. 

Intermediate TiO2 compositions in clinopyroxene and disequilibrium compositions in olivine in the basal 
sills indicate an origin from magmatic mixing. One sample has a bimodal olivine phenocryst assemblage, 
with one group averaging Fo 80.5 and the other group averaging Fo 82.5. This sample is nearby another 
sample with high-MgO olivine (Fo 86). These compositions may record multiple magmatic inputs and 
mixing of the Lower Nikolai magma series with the Upper Nikolai magma series. 

PGE compositions are the most elevated in the basal zone. Pd:Pt ratios are the highest in the troctolite in 
the upper zone (1.59) and in the central, high-TiO2 zone (2.46). Both of these sections crystallized from 
a more evolved melt, so Pt could have fractionated at depth in another magma chamber. The genetic pro-
cesses that were operative in the formation of Ni-Cu-PGE mineralization in the basal zone may have been 
related to magmatic mixing processes associated with the Upper and Lower Nikolai magma series. 

metallogeny and oRiginS of cu-Rich pRoSpectS in and neaR nikolai 
gReenStone, centRal alaSka

Rainer Newberry
University of Alaska Fairbanks

R.J. Newberry (Dept. Geoscience, University of AK) and Evan Twelker (AK Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys)

Hundreds of Cu-rich prospects and deposits are known in and near the late Triassic Nikolai greenstone. 
Numerous workers have speculated about their origins and relationship to the Nikolai. Based on an ex-
tensive major and trace element data set (ICP-MS & XRF) and petrographic studies, we assert that most 
of these prospects are due to metals extracted from Nikolai by hot water; a few are instead related to mid-
Cretaceous plutonic fluids. 

Elemental abundances in the upper (TiO2-rich) unmineralized Nikolai suggest that was unusually enriched 
in Cu (130 ppm) relative to average basalt (94 ppm) and to lower (TiO2-poor) Nikolai (79 ppm). However, 
the concentrations of many elements (including Cu) vary widely (e.g., Na2O = 0.07 to 5.9 wt %) and some 
are strongly depleted (e.g., Ba and Sr, with half the concentrations of average basalt). Petrographically, the 
greenstone ubiquitously contains major chlorite, albite, and sericite. Because much of the upper Nikolai 
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Compositional data for upper Nikolai greenstone (upper left) and for sulfide-rich rocks from Kennecott, Kath-
leen-Margaret, Denali Cu, and Zackly. 

 
 

       
 
  
Photomicrographs showing replacement textures: Kennecott (left), K-M (middle) and Denali Cu (right).

in Central Alaska was subaerial, these petrographic and compositional changes reflect post-eruption fluid 
movement at significant temperatures.

We recognize three major types of deposits caused by fluids moving through Nikolai, exemplified by 
Kennecott, Kathleen-Margaret (K-M), and Denali Cu (Caribou Dome), linked by similar metallogeny and 
mineral textures. Kennecott has Ag/Cu (ppm/%) ratios of 6-12; anomalous concentrations of As, Hg, Sb, 
and Mo; and Zn/Cd of 2-13. It displays a paragenesis of extremely rare pyrite (py) replaced by chalcopy-
rite (cp) replaced by bornite (bn) finally replaced by chalcocite (cc). K-M has Ag/Cu ratios of 12-1 (4-12 
for bn-rich and 1-4 for cp-rich); anomalous As, Sb, Hg, and Re; and Zn/Cd of 1-25. It displays a consistent 
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paragenesis of bn replacing cp. The variations in Ag/Cu ratios are consistent with the higher solubility of 
Ag in bornite than in chalcopyrite. Denali Cu, historically considered sedimentary due to variably fine-
grained, framboidal pyrite, has Ag/Cu ratios of 1-4; anomalous Tl, Re, As; and Zn/Cd of 4-16. In com-
parison, the Kupferschiefer diagenetic Cu deposits of Europe have Zn/Cd of 18, and black shales possess 
Zn/Cd of 30. Our chief example of a plutonic-related Cu deposit near Nikolai is the Zackly skarn, which 
possesses Au/Cu ratios 10-10000 times higher than the others and is enormously enriched in Bi and Te 
(10s to 100s of ppm) relative to the others.

The Denali Cu prospect is the most contentious of the four. Our petrography (microprobe-based) shows 
that py is consistently replaced by cp and suggests that the extremely low (-27 to -30 permil) 34S values 
present are due to inheritance from early diagenetic framboidal pyrite. With increasing cp, py and calcite 
decrease; SiO2 rises. The elements Ag, Tl, and Sb show strong to very strong correlations with Cu; Re 
shows a modest correlation. The high Tl is consistent with it being the lowest-temperature deposit of the 
group.

The presence of gabbroic and ultramafic sills indicates that the host rocks cannot be post-Nikolai sedi-
ments, but are likely pyritic late Paleozoic rocks, as seen (for example) in the general Paxson area. Howev-
er, slivers of serpentinite and of greenstone indicate that the sedimentary rocks are complexly inter-faulted 
with Nikolai, and are not interbedded. We suspect that the scarcity of Denali Cu-type mineralization is 
due to the requirement that Paleozoic sediments are structurally emplaced within or above Nikolai to be 
Cu-mineralized. 

Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy images of chalcopyrite (brightest) replacing pyrite, Denali Cu samples. Far left: 
S isotope data from Denali Cu suggesting that Cp inherited S from earlier pyrite.
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update on gRaphite one’S gRaphite cReek depoSit,  
SewaRd peninSula, alaSka

Dave Hembree
CPG, Graphite One Alaska Inc.

The Graphite Creek graphite deposit lies along the north side of the Kigluaik Mountains approximately 
59 km northwest of Nome, 15 miles east of Teller and 4 miles from the Imuruk Basin. The first claims 
were staked in 1900 and historic production was approximately 500 tons between 1907 and 1916 (Coats, 
1944)1. 

The deposit(s) are hosted within a sequence of biotite-schist and quartz-garnet-biotite-sillimanite schist 
which form the north front of the Kigluaik Mountains metamorphic core complex. The rocks generally 
strike from 60 to 80 degrees West and dip 60 degrees Northeast. The rocks are Paleozoic or earlier in age 
and are occasionally intruded by dikes or sills of aplite, pegmatite or basalt. The boundary between the 
host schists and alluvium (between the mountain front and the Imuruk Basin) is a large fault (the Kigluaik 
fault) trending approximately 75 degrees East and dipping from 44 to 74 degrees North.

Graphite One Resources Inc. has optioned and staked 200 state and federal mining claims totalling about 
9,833 hectares. Since acquiring the property, Graphite One has completed exploration programs compris-
ing: (1) 1505 line-kilometers of high resolution magnetics and electromagmetics; (2) 48 diamond drill 
holes along 4.7km of an 18km long conductor, totalling 8,473.3 meters drilled; (3) Collection of 591 rock 
grab samples, 32 meters of surface channel samples and mapping along the known EM conductor; (4) Col-
lection of 3 surface mini-bulk samples for mineralogy and metallurgical testing which total approximately 
10.5 metric tonnes; and (5) Drilling of two metallurgical core holes (85.6 m) to provide representative 
samples of the mineralization for testwork. (6) Prepared three resource estimates for the project. 

In April 2015, Graphite One announced an updated Indicated and Inferred mineral resource for the project 
totalling 17.95 million tonnes (“Mt”) indicated, grading 6.3% graphitic carbon (“Cg”), and 154.36 Mt 
inferred, with 5.7% Cg, using a 3% Cg cut-off grade (“COG). This is the largest reported flake graphite 
deposit in North America. In mid-2015, metallurgical consultant TRU Group’s comprehensive study of 
the Company’s deposit revealed unique characteristics of the Graphite Creek’s mineralization. As identi-
fied by TRU, these distinguishing features can be described as spheroidal, thin, aggregate and expanded 
-- or STAX. 

The TRU Graphite Creek exploratory Product Development Program is segmented into 5 phases, and is 
focused on generating preliminary materials performance data related to graphite concentrate purification, 
milling, spheroidizing, and coating as well as establishing the electrochemistry of the coated spherical 
graphite finished product. Sample material is being produced with the goal of providing it for potential 
end-user evaluation. Spherical graphite is used mainly in lithium-ion batteries, the main demand-driver 
being electrical and hybrid vehicles.

The deposit continues to remain open at depth and both east and west along strike. Completion of the 
Preliminary Economic Assessment (“PEA”) in 2016 is the goal of the metallurgical program, with further 
engineering and baseline studies planned for the summer. 
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ShoRty cReek - a pRomiSing new poRphyRy pRoject
Kristina Walcott

Freegold Ventures

The Shorty Creek property is located in the Livengood - Tolovana Mining District about 125 road-kilometers 
northwest of Fairbanks Alaska. The property lies about 4 kilometers south of the gold-mining town site of 
Livengood and the all-weather paved Elliott Highway. Originally located as an antimony prospect, it was 
re-evaluated as a copper-molybdenum prospect by Earth Resources in 1972 and was reportedly drilled in 
several shallow holes prior to 1974. No technical data remains from this work. In 1984 Fairbanks Explo-
ration Inc. staked the project and conducted exploration on the project in 1985 through 1990, the latter 
three years under a joint venture with Asarco Inc. These efforts included soil and rock sampling and a 
total of 6,843.5 feet of reverse circulation drilling in 20 holes in the 1835 area. Drilling confirmed the near 
surface gold mineralization and each of the holes came into significant copper/gold in the lower 50-70 
metres. All of the holes ended at approximately 150 metres. In 2005 California- based Select Resources 
acquired a lease on the project and conducted a top of bedrock soil sampling program over the Hill 1835 
prospect. No further significant work in was conducted on the project until it was acquired by Freegold 
in July 2014. During August and early September 2014 Freegold conducted approximately 38 km of IP/
resistivity surveying and with corresponding soil geochemical sampling over the major alteration zones. 
Both the geophysical and geochemical surveys were successful in outlining substantial anomalies, one as-
sociated with a copper-gold porphyry system and the other a copper-moly porphyry system. During 2015 
Freegold drilled approximately 4,000 feet on target 1835. Hole SC 15-03 intersected 91 metres of 0.55 % 
Cu (0.71% Cu equivalent including gold and silver credits). Hole SC 15-03 was targeted toward the centre 
of the magnetic high and demonstrates a direct correlation with mineralization.

an update on uSiBelli coal mine
Bill Brophy

Usibelli

Founded in 1943 by Emil Usibelli, Usibelli Coal Mine, Inc. (UCM) is located in the Alaska Range of 
mountains near the town of Healy, Alaska.

UCM currently has a work force of about 109 employees, and operates year-round. Mine production has 
grown from 10,000 tons during 1943 to an average between 1 and 2 million tons of coal per year. Cur-
rently the only operational coal mine in Alaska, UCM is supported by the most modern mining equipment 
and state-of-the-art engineering. Today, UCM supplies coal to six Interior Alaska power.

UCM sponsors many community events and activities, and, through The Usibelli Foundation, funds nu-
merous scholarships, and provides grants to more than 90 organizations annually.
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